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Mr. Roshan Wadhera was born in Pathankot, Punjab, studied MA in English
Literature, LLB, LLM and Diploma in Journalism.
He was the proprietor of Wadhera Publications and under this banner, he
published and edited monthly magazines Iron & Steel, Rubber & Plastics,
Soaps, Detergents & Toiletries Review and Cement Industries from 1957,
until 2018, for almost 50 years.
He was a guide, mentor and in inspiration to all the young generation in the
personal care industry.
A master of many arts, he was very well known for his youthful looks and
innocent smile, that captured many hearts and made friends across the
Industry.
He was also the founder of SCODET Asia, the platform for the soaps and
allied machine reis where the exhibitions were conducted every two years.
He was a popular gure in the SCODET industry, In the year 2018 year, he
conducted the exhibition despite ill health. He was in the ICU of a hospital in
Juhu a couple of days before the exhibition. Despite the doc tor's warning he
got discharged from the hospital, as he wanted to conduct the exhibition on
time. He was committed in his work, at any cost!
He was also a well-known personality in the lm industry, excelling as
producer. Some of the lms he produced were Main Aur Meri Tanhai, Tum
Jiyo Hazaron Saal and Life - the Zindagi.
Mr Wadhera was also a well-known poet in Urdu and wrote several ghazals
under the pen name, Roshan Nadan. Some of his great ghazals were
rendered by legends like Jagjit Singh, Chitra Singh, Pankaj Udhas, Rajinder
& Neena Mehta, Ashok Khosla, Ahmed Hussein, Mohd. Hussein, Bhupinder,
Shoba Ghurtu and play back singer Kavita Krishna Murthy.
Mr Wadhera was also the founder member of the Punjab Association; he
was general secretary of Pres Guild of India and was president of Special
Executive Magistrates Club.
Mr. Wadhera's association with various industries and associations will
always reect his great contribution. He was a live wire in the industry,
helping and co-operating with people in their difcult times. Finally, as Shri
Nadir Godrej concludes in his poem on Mr. Roshan Wadhera: In the
SCODET Industry he will be revered forever,And in our hearts, he will
endure. His departure has left a huge void, difcult to ll in. We all will miss
him.
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Wellness And Cosmetics
2018 saw a major change for the Indian beauty industry. It
has moved towards not only establishing a new denition of
cosmetics, but one that belongs very personally to the new
age consumer through its innovative nature and
sustainable approach. Even Indian regulators have put in
efforts to change the regulations for a better quality of
cosmetics and plug in the loopholes in the existing regulatory
scenario. Yet consumers have evolving demands which is
channelizing the beauty brands today to cater to these
evolving needs.

Today Cosmetics can be considered a part of 360-degree
wellness and an overall balanced lifestyle, and is taking over
all market segments of the industry.Innovation in the
cosmetics and beauty industry has traditionally been
dominated by R&D advancements in formulation chemistry,
backed up by huge marketing budgets. Changing consumer
preferences and expectations are now driving a wider range
of new product innovations.Today's consumers want more
from both the brand and its products: they're looking for a
personalized experience.

Beauty and wellness are also converging.Consumers are
looking up “wellness” label increasingly the new norm and
more consumers demanding simple, comprehensive and
transparent products. The resulting beauty wellness trend
can be dened as natural or organic products with a simple,
comprehensive and transparent ingredient list targeted
towards wellness of mind and body.

Marketing questions from consumers on Internet like
“Where can I nd the products that suit my needs and the
brands that will help me achieve complete wellbeing?” As a
result, brands are thinking about beauty as not being same
for all approach, but take a more informed attitude about
real consumers.

Expanding from indie brands, in 2018 we see premium and
mass-market players investing in the eco-responsible
segment with emphasis on Wellness. Today, mass-market
retailers represent approximately 25% of the naturally
positioned brands. The appetite for naturals is increasing
with more than 80% of customers in India who believe
Indians have used herbal ingredients for ages and should
continue to do so in the future with emphasis on Health and
wellbeing.

Simultaneously the importance of sustainability and
provenance of materials to consumers, and the growing
awareness and interest for vegan, organic and clean
ingredients is increasing. Today the manufacturers have to
ensure that the source materials ethically and continue to
deliver products that perform at the right price. The
importance of being transparent from ingredients to supply
chain is an ever demanding task for brands in personal care.
Today Consumers also want a closer relationship with brands
and their products, They want to be part of the process from
giving insight to brands on what they want, sharing peer-topeer and building new communities to being able to get
creative with products in terms of application..Social media
pressures, political divides, and the alleged impending
recession are just a few of the stress-inducing factors out
there causing anxiety levels to rise. The need to relax,
decompress, and expel all that negative energy is being
stressed upon. In beauty, stress-reducing ingredients like
aromatherapy is emerging.
While beauty supplements aren't a new concept, there is a
renewed emphasis as startups are offering suites of vitamins
and supplements that promise beauty benets such as
clearer skin and stronger hair. The technology of application
of these raw materials on hair has led to in depth study of
hair structure and properties leading to advanced study on
ageing of hair , bonds present in hair, different layers of
cuticles and role of 18 MEP and other components in hair
growth.
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Beside Hyde Park, Manpada, Thane-400610 Mumbai,India.
Tel. No.:+912221710308/21710550 I Email ID.:info@chemhousemarketing.co.in I Website: www.chemhousemarketing.co.in

Sustainable innovative packaging and Clean labels has
started entering the beauty and personal care industry. This
twist has led a leap in innovation of new product packaging
designs and criteria's for selection of packaging has changed
tremendously.
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INDUSTRY NEWS
Personalised Cosmetics: Future of Cosmetics
Vinay Kumar Singh.
Vice President-R.& D
Ganesha Personal
Care Products Pvt. Ltd.,
Navi Mumbai.
In the millennial era and age of
internet and mobile, with the apps
and technology, the consumers are
now more educated and engaged
than ever. Now that everything can
be customized starting from a tote to
cars, the beauty consumers also
want to customize what they carry in
their makeup bags and bathroom
cabinets. Beauty being a personal
thing, women now want to choose
what’s good for their skins, rather
than being sold to the advertorials of
the brands.
T h e c o n c e p t o f Pe r s o n a l i s e d
Cosmetics is aimed at giving
individuals the best possible beauty
products tailored for their individual
needs by gathering data via webbased questionnaires and remote
expert recommendations.
Cosmetics are inherently personal
because no two faces are the same,
which means the beauty industry has
to really embrace personalization.
Personalised beauty products are set
to be one of the biggest trends, in
categories especially skincare,
make-up and fragrance.
While beauty trends of the past
tended to focus on one prescribed
look, like the 90s brow, superstraight tresses or contouring, as

2018 approached, it is understood
that the customer taking a bigger
role in the products that make up
their beauty routines - in a shift that
neatly mirrors the industry's move
towards greater diversity. Ultimate
objective of Cosmetics is to enhance
condence of user. Condence
comes with looking the most
beautiful version of yourself and that
can really only be achieved with
products that perfectly fulls your
individual requirements, as below.
MAKE-UP
Cosmetics companies old and new
are turning their attention to
delivering a more personalised
approach to make-up, and
questionnaires are at the heart of
this process. Newly launched, Trinny
London - by Trinny Woodall, of
Trinny& Susannah fame - bases its
whole concept on this data-input
approach, as you use a simple ve
step online form, alongside colourmatching Match2Me technology, to
generate a personalised 'stack' of
products, based on your hair, eye
and skin colour.
Eyeko is also adding option to its eye
make-up arsenal, to give mascara a
more personalised overhaul. Cofounder of the brand, Nina Leykind,
revealed: "One size doesn’t t all
when it comes to mascara because
we all have different lashes, eye
shapes, and desired styles. We also
rarely try mascara before we buy it
and we're often disappointed with
the results once we get it home.”

With Eyeko's bespoke service, the
aim is to change that. The process is
once again very simple; you answer
questions online about what your
lashes are currently like, and what
you would like them to be. Your
answers then create your perfect
mascara from a choice of custom
formula and brush combinations, at
the cost of £30.
This isn't to say that bespoke makeup is a completely new concept, or
that it only exists through
questionnaires. Cosmetics à la
Carte, which was founded by Lynne
Sanders 40 years ago, employs
trained make-up artists who blend
foundation to match your skin tone
and type, as well as colour-matching
lipsticks and eyeshadows, during instore consultations.
So the next time
you're feeling unsatised at the
beauty counter or exhaustively
scrolling through online shopping
sites with little to no success, don't
give up hope. Because whether
you're looking to stand out from the
crowd or simply searching for your
dream product, take solace in the
fact that there's a perfect red lipstick,
foundation, mascara, or perfume out
there that's quite literally just for you.

FRAGRANCE
While choosing a signature scent is
already somewhat personalised and
the ability to engrave perfume
bottles, especially for Christmas, is
nothing new, bespoke beauty is now

allowing customers to have a greater
hand in the fragrances they wear
everyday.
But for those customers who want to
have a direct involvement in the
specic ingredients in their new
scent, there are even greater
possibilities available. Floris, Roja
Parfum and Penhaligon's all offer
such services - unfortunately with the
price tag to match.
SKINCARE
While categorising your skin into
d i f f e r e n t t y p e s - d r y, o i l y,
combination - has been the norm for
years, in recent times brands and
consumers alike have slowly broken
away from these often broadsweeping categorisations. On a
simple level, services like
Dermalogica's Face Mapping launched back in 2014 - seek to
banish a history of keeping
consumers, intentionally or not,

ignorant of their specic skincare
needs.
"Face Mapping is designed to help
everyone understand their skin
better", reveals Sally Penford,
director of education for
Dermalogica. "This inch-by-inch
analysis by a professional skin
therapist gives essential information
about the condition of your skin.
Different areas of the skin can exhibit
different conditions due to small
alterations in the skin structure. This
means you might require a slightly
different strategy to address different
areas. Understanding small
differences means you regimen can
become much more bespoke.”
L i k e ma ny of t he b i g b e a ut y
innovations of the past ve years, the
rst customizable skin care to make
its way to the U.S. originated in Asia
with the Japanese brand Skin Inc.

Dedicated to crafting a simple,
effective regimen based on your
specic needs, Skin Inc. created My
Daily Dose, a custom-blended serum
that allows the user to select three
targeted serums (out of nine) to mix.
Ushering the idea into the digital age
is the brand's Skin Identity service,
which can be done entirely online,
catering to digital consumers'
propensity for Internet quizzes. The
brand designed a questionnaire in
which users rate, on a sliding scale,
skin concerns (like sensitivity, hyper
pigmentation, dullness, etc.) and
lifestyle factors (like sleep habits and
stress levels) that affect their
complexion.
FaceGym - the facial bar known for
its face 'workouts' - has decided to
transform their skincare offering into
a personalised service. At FaceGym’s
Make It bar in Selfridges, you can
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now blend your own serum oil with the
help of expert mixologists. The process
sees you take charge of everything from
the ingredients (from a preselected
selection), the name on the bottle and
the packaging, all to ensure a personal
touch.

Cremology is a radically different dermocosmetic concept, made from the
combination of new technologies and cosmetics. The core idea is
personalisation: a digital diagnosis of the skin reveals its needs and specic
characteristics, and then create tailor-made facial treatments that provide the
ideal solution for each person and each situation and, therefore, give the best
results in facial care treatments that provide the ideal solution for each person
and each situation and, therefore, give the best results in facial care.

Cover Girl does so with facial
recognition. It has launched an app,
Custom Blend, that analyzes people’s
skin color, intensity and undertone,
generating a numeric indicator that
matches them with the right products.
The whole experience is personalized,
right down to the packaging; people can
select fonts and label colors, and even
include their name on the bottle.

Customers want something different—they want something unexpected and
personalized. customization is the new denition of luxury.

Similarly, Japanese beauty retailer
Shiseido developed Optune, a skincare
system that can determine someone’s
skin texture, pores and moisture content
with a simple photo. It even takes into
consideration variables such as
temperature and humidity, and…
menstrual cycle. From there, Optune
transmits the data to its IoT-enabled
machine, which dispenses the correct
serum and moisturizer combination for
that moment.
In India too, a young lady Rashi Arora
saw this gap and came up with the
concept of Freshistry, where anyone can
buy what’s best for them, not what the
seller wants to sell. Freshistry is a portal
which allows its customers to customize
their own beauty and hair product. It
gives everyone a unique choice to make
their cosmetics and that to freshly
brewed, which gives every product a
personal touch. And what’s more
interesting is that you can brand the
product under your name.
Personalisation has reached even
dermal treatment,where dermal
treatment too is personalised.
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Benefits of Spiritual & Medicinal Natural ingredient
Dr. T. Thirunarayanan
Centre for Traditional Medicine & Research
Adambakkam, Chennai- 600088
thiru64@gmail.com | 91-44-22533399 | www.ctmr.org.in
Nature has bestowed us with a wide range of plants,
inorganic material and marine products and even animal
products which have a great medicinal value. The nutrition
we derive from the natural food, the air we breathe, pure
water that we get from the rain and the glaciers, the bright
light we get from the sun and the earth that holds us are the
gifts of the nature with the primordial elements. That is the
reason why the ve elements are worshipped by human from
time immemorial. The health and happiness of an
individual is not just physical but mental and spiritual as well.
Everybody needs beauty as well as bread, places to play in
and pray in, where nature may heal and give strength to
body and soul.”—John Muir
Often we hear that 'A thing of beauty is joy for ever' yes, what
best could be more beautiful than nature and its gift of nice
colorful, aromatic plants with healing benets. Beauty lies
within – This is exactly why traditional medical systems which
mostly use herbs and renewable natural ingredients focus
not just on physical body but on a healthy mind and fullled
happy soul. Indian Siddha tradition evolved for attainment of
perfection – accomplished.
Both oriental tradition and western herbalism have identied
different herbs with spirituality. When we use herbs as
healing remedies, we allow the energy of the herbs to come
into our bodies. Through connecting to one herb, we are also
relating to the elements of nature.
The water (liquid), sunlight (re), soil (earth), and carbon
dioxide (air), which are necessary for herbs to grow, all enter
into our bodies as we use a herbal remedy.
If we hold true that the body, mind, and spirit are all one, the
energy of herbs affects our minds, emotions, and spirits
when we take them into our physical bodies. By using herbs,
we reclaim our power over our health and afrm that nature
is our best healer.
Many of the natural ingredients that are used in every day in
spiritual and religious practice have great medicinal values
as well. The fact some of the plants are classied as sacred
trees or temple trees is based on their health benets. Two
important leaves that are highly revered 'Holy basil- Tulsi'
and 'Bael- Bilva' are good Anti-oxidants, stress busters and
immune-modulates as well. The holy water of the two is
given as prasad in temple mainly because of the fact they
ward off allergy related conditions. The turmeric, milk,
honey, Sandalwood, tender coconut water that are used as
symbol of sanctity also have antibacterial, nourishing
benets both for the externally seen skin as well as for inner
beauty.

The owers like jasmine, rose, tuberose, lotus, screw pine all
have calming down benets, some elevate mood during
depression also nd a place in perfumes, skincare products
etc. Vetiver mats and garlands are used in temples including
Thirumala Balaji temple and Chidambaram temple during
festivals conducted in summer and needless to say that they
provide a cool feel and help in beating summer and the
water in which it is soaked prevents boils and prickly heat.
In the rituals for fullling the departed soul Til seeds- sesame
seeds are used and til seeds are excellent nourishing food in
weakness given as a ladoo. Til oil is used for head bath,
particularly during Diwali to pacify deranged kapha and pita
of the three humors. Til oil bath bakes the skin soft and
supple and prevents dehydration from the skin which leads
to quick skin aging.
Lemongrass not just repels mosquito but also a very
refreshing herbal tea to ward off fatigue after a long day
work.
Natural product list is unending as also their benets. What
is important is using the right material in the right dose in the
appropriate product,
Each of the natural ingredients listed above though are from
our traditional wisdom have also been extensively evaluated
scientically for multiple benets and research papers
published in reputed medical journals. It is equally essential
that these natural ingredients are sustainably used and
efforts taken to regenerate them for continuous use of the
posterity
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PAST EVENTS 2018- 2019
Dr. Renuka Thergaonkar
Indian Society of Cosmetic Chemists stands strong today
with 290 Life Members. The society is aiming towards taking
the Cosmetic industry to next platform and hence efforts
were taken to arrange programs to benet the members.
This year India Society of Cosmetic Chemists got the voting
rights at IFSCC among Zone 2 members. The voting rights
were exercised at IFSCC Congress held in Munich on 18th 21 st November 2018. Dr Renuka Thergaonkar Honorary
Secretary ISCC exercised the voting right. The Highlights of
this meeting was Indian Society of Cosmetic chemists
bagged the Hosting rights for ASCS Conference in 2023 in
Mumbai. All the Societies want India to take a leading role in
the Zone II of IFSCC. This Year from India two research
posters were selected and published in the papers of the
Congress.
Indian society of cosmetic chemists this year won the Ecetrine
Merica Education award. IFSCC arranged the ECMEP
Workshop for two days on “Natural and Cosmetics
formulation and Development” in Mumbai on 28th and 29th
November 2018. The speaker for the program was Ms. Judi
Beerling, Technical Manager, Pertech Associates limited,
London. The program was arranged at Courtyard Marriot
and was attended by 51 participants from the industry and
academic eld. The workshop started with rst session on
introduction to Natural and Organic cosmetics, various
regulations and nuances of COSMOS, NATURA, USDA and

other certications were discussed in depth. Day 2 started
with discussion on various ingredients used in Natural and
organic Cosmetic formulations. Ms. Judi gave an insight on
pros and cons of various preservatives, emulsiers,
surfactants, fragrances and other ingredients which can be
used in these products. She also discussed on the marketed
products and the formulation development of Natural and
Organic formulations. The participants learnt on how to get
the various formulations t for the certications as per the
regulatory requirements. The society would like to thank the
IFSCC Team for the award and excellent speaker for the
workshop. This initiative by the IFSCC is going to bring a lot
of change in the future cosmetic technology enabling
consumers to use safe and efcacious products.
The society hosted a lecture on “Biosurfactants in Cosmetics”
by Dr Amit Pratap, Asst. Professor ICT, Mumbai in August,
2018. The talk was attended by 30 members were in the
participants got an in-depth knowledge about
Biosurfactants.

ICT on 10th August, 2018

Biosurfactants in Cosmetics by Amit Pratap

September 2018

Hon. Secretary's trip to Munich,
Germany for IFSCC Congress

11th AGM on 7th September, 2018

IFSCC visit by secretary

November 2018

ISCC along with HPCI hosted two road shows in Bengaluru
and Delhi in the month of February 2019. These road shows
got tremendous response with over 50 industrial
professionals attending the same. Two lectures were
organised by ISCC namely “Current Trends” and “Wellness&
Cosmetics the New era requirement”.

EMCEP on 28th & 29th of November, 2018

FUTURE EVENTS:

February 2019
Month

Program

April 2019

Talk on Sophrolipids

July 2019

Talk on Natural Antioxidants

August 2019

Annual General Meeting

September 2019

Students industrial tour

October 2019

PICASSA IV
HPCI 2019 Road show on 5th & 6th of February, 2019

Road show HPCI 2019 Feb

Road show feb 2018
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Report on The 30th IFSCC Congress

11
Report on EMCEP Workshop

Dr Renuka Thergaonkar
The 30TH IFSCC CONGRESS was organized on 18–21
SEPTEMBER 2018at INFINITY Hotel & Conference Resort
Munich. The theme of the congress was “Cosmetics: Science
for Beauty and Lifestyle”. The IFSCC Congress featured
major scientic and technical aspects in the eld of cosmetic
science. Top international speakers discussed and
presented the latest ndings in the topics like: Pollution,
Sustainability, Protection, Environmental Safety, Nature
Wellbeing and Feeling, Sensory Aspects and Formulation
Techniques. The congress also hosted a poster session
where more than 400 poster presentations exposed the
scientic discovery and the latest global scientic
innovations from some of the most creative minds in the
cosmetic industry. These were selected from several poster
entries obtained globally. The conference also had
workshops on: Optical non-invasive in-vivo measurements
in the cosmetic research, Skin models in cosmetics,
Preservation of cosmetics and Development of formulations
containing caffeine for hair growth and beauty.
On the day of inauguration from 1 pm in the afternoon the
IFSCC committee general body meeting was organised.
This meeting concluded at 6.30 pm. The meeting was
presided by the President where he showcased the aspects
and programs started and concluded in last year. The
Treasurer also gave a presentation on the accounts of last
year. The Secretary of IFSCC concluded the session with the
information on Benefactors program which has been
started by the IFSCC in China and the awards which are
given by the IFSCC society for various achievements. IFSCC
is hosting Benefactors' program where they provide
Technical education to the cosmetic companies registered
under the Benefactors program by donating some money.
The education is provided by the Oversees experts for
benefactors and their customers. The benefactors in return
get a certicate from the IFSCC society. They also discussed
about the industry delegate exchange program to different
countries which has been started in China.
This year the president welcomed Indian Society of
Cosmetic Chemists during the meeting and asked the
society to come forward and contribute more to the IFSCC.
He mentioned about the ranking of different societies in the
world. India ranking is 17th globally with 7 points for
membership and 0 points for Scientic Contribution till last
year. The scientic points are given on Number of posters
and papers presented during congress for consecutive six
years. The rankings above 15 gets a chance to host the
congress. He also congratulated the Indian society for
winning the EMCEP award.
The Education Committee also presented a report where
they told about various awards presented by IFSCC and
about the Virtual Library available on IFSCC website.
www.ifscc.org which contains all archive's as well.

KOSMET is the world's most comprehensive online
database specializing in Cosmetic Science and Industry
information. Produced and fully owned by the IFSCC,
KOSMET concentrates on cosmetic science and technology,
dermatological, toxicological literature subjects and other
cosmetic related scientic publications.
Access KOSMET via www.kosmet.com.
Benets of KOSMET
·Quick access to a worldwide sources of information
·Database updated continuously
·Easy-to-use
The highlight of the meeting was eligibility of the Indian
Society for the Lester Conrad Award. For which the ISCC
must submit an essay by May 30, 2019. The Award carries
prize money of two checks totaling CHF 8000 over 3 years.
The meeting concluded with distribution of Golden Book
comprising of papers and Cocktails. Several members from
different societies extended their wishes to the ISCC team
and asked for their active participation in the IFSCC
activities.
On Day 2 a Zone II meeting was organized with the zone II
members and President and Secretary of IFSCC presiding
over the meeting. It was attended by 6 Zone II countries.
The Zone II conference started with invitation for all the
members to ASCS Conference Hongkong in April 2019.
They will support a Young Scientist by wavering the fees
and told about the ASCS 2019 website. A best Poster award
will be given at the conference.
Japan is hosting the IFSCC Congress and invited all the
members for the conference. A pen drive with the invitation
Videoclip was given to all the societies present during the
meeting.
The Highlights of this meeting was Indian Society of
Cosmetic chemists Bagged the Hosting rights for ASCS
Conference in 2023 in Mumbai. All the Societies want
India to take a leading role in the Zone II of IFSCC.
This Year from India two posters were selected and
published in the papers of the Congress. So, India has
started collecting the Scientic points which should be
done for the next ve years.
The Congress concluded with gala dinner and prize
Distribution ceremony on day four.

Indian society of cosmetic chemists this year won the
EcetrineMerica Education award. IFSCC arranged the
ECMEP Workshop for two days on “Natural and Cosmetics
formulation and Development” in Mumbai on 28th and
29th November 2018. The speaker for the program was
Ms. Judi Beerling, Technical Manager, Pertech Associates
limited, London.
The program was arranged at Courtyard Marriot and was
attended by 51 participants from the industry and
academic eld.
The workshop started with welcome address by ISCC
President Dr Sunil Bambarkar . After introduction and
felicitation of Ms. Judi, the workshop started with rst
session on introduction to Natural and Organic cosmetics.
She discussed in-depth on various regulations and
certications for these products. The nuances of COSMOS,
NATURA, USDA and other certications were discussed in
depth.
Day 2 started with discussion on various ingredients used
in Natural and organic Cosmetic formulations. Ms Judi
gave an insight on pros and cons of various preservatives,

emulsiers, surfactants, fragrances and other ingredients
which can be used in these products. She also discussed on
the marketed products and the formulation development of
Natural and Organic formulations.
The second day of the workshop saw the most interactive
moments with enthusiastic participants calculating the
natural and organic components of the formulation. The
worksheet solving session was most invigorating for
participants where they learnt how to design and decide on
the various ingredients which can be used to formulate the
natural and organic products. The participants also learnt on
how to get the various formulations t for the certications as
per the regulatory requirements. The workshop ended with
summing and vote of thanks up by DrSuhasNandurdikar.
The participants left the venue with loads of advanced
knowledge and the zeal to create natural, organic and
sustainable cosmetics for the market. The society would like
to thank the IFSCC Team for the award and excellent speaker
for the workshop. This initiative by the IFSCC is going to bring
a lot of change in the future cosmetic technology enabling
consumers to use safe and efcacious products.

